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Abstract:
AE examinations allow the detection of evolving defects. By using several sensors, 
localizing the AE source is possible if the speeds of elastic waves propagating the 
energy released by the defect up to the sensors are known; measuring these speeds in 
actual structures is rather difficult due to possible multimodal propagation. 
Characterizing the AE source is even more difficult considering the complex wave 
generation mechanisms and the various scattering phenomena affecting waves all along 
their path from the source to the receivers. The project MACSIM (acronym for 
simulation of AE testing) has been cofounded by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche 
(France) to specify, develop and validate a simulation tool dedicated to AE testing. 
Expert AE practitioners, specialists from different fields of modeling and 
simulation (fracture mechanics, elastodynamics) and software developers and editor 
compose the work team. The AE simulation tool must account for the various phenomena 
contributing to what is actually measured in an AE examination: the acoustic 
emission and radiation by an evolving crack, the propagation of waves radiated as 
guided or surface waves and their reception by a network of sensors. These phenomena 
take place at various scales: the microscopic one for describing the evolving crack 
and the wave generation, that of the tested structure (tank, vessel, pipe…) for the 
wave propagation, that of the probe for the reception of elastic waves. Clearly, the 
variety of physical phenomena at various scales could not be efficiently handled by 
a single computational method. Therefore, the simulation tool developed relies on 
several models dedicated to simulate separately the various phenomena; results 
computed by these models are chained to get final simulated results comparable to 
those typically measured in AE examinations. The simulation tool has been designed 
to become part of the CIVA software platform developed at the French Atomic Energy 
Commission (CEA); CIVA is a commercial package used worldwide for simulating UT, ECT 
and RT methods. CIVA user interfaces have been adapted to enter the parameters 
specific to AE examinations. The simulation tool presented will constitute a help to 
AE practitioners for designing new methods and for improving diagnostic, since it 
will ease multiparametric studies; such studies proved to be very helpful to other 
NDT methods. It may lead to new interpretation paradigms for improving the 
reliability of AE testing methods.
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